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Mission Statement: The mission of Santa Ana College is to be a leader and partner in meeting the intellectual, cultural, technological and 
workforce development needs of our diverse community. Santa Ana College provides access and equity in a dynamic learning environment 
that prepares students for transfer, careers and lifelong intellectual pursuits in a global community.

Vision Themes:  1) Student Achievement   2) Use of Technology   3) Innovation  4) Community   5) Workforce Development   6) Emerging 
American Community 
 

Program/Department: 

I. Goals 
  
1. What are the department’s annual goals, currently in progress, as related to the Mission and Strategic Plan Vision Themes of 
Santa Ana College?  The Santa Ana College Strategic Plan 2014-2016 is a great resource to correlate each annual goal with 
respective Vision Theme.

1a. Department Annual Goal:

1a. Strategic Plan Vision Theme: (select one)

  
1b. Department Annual Goal: 

1b. Strategic Plan Vision Theme: (select one)

  
1c. Department Annual Goal:

1c. Strategic Plan Vision Theme: (select one)

http://www.sac.edu/AcademicAffairs/IEA_Office/Documents/2014-2016%20Strategic%20Plan%20Update_approved9102014.pdf
http://www.sac.edu/AcademicAffairs/IEA_Office/Documents/2014-2016%20Strategic%20Plan%20Update_approved9102014.pdf


1d. Department Annual Goal:

1d. Strategic Plan Vision Theme: (select one)

  
  
2. Has the department achieved, restructured, or eliminated any goals from the prior academic year?  Please be sure to access 
the prior year Annual Program Review  (or APR) reports and explain.

2a. Achieved, Restructured, or Eliminated? (select one)

2a. Explain why: 

2b. Achieved, Restructured, or Eliminated? (select one)

2b. Explain why: 

2c. Achieved, Restructured, or Eliminated? (select one)

2c. Explain why: 

http://www.sac.edu/Program_Review/Pages/default.aspx


3. What new department goals are planned for the future?  (Departments may want to reference the Santa Ana College 
Educational Master Plan, the Santa Ana College Facilities Master Plan, the Student Success & Support Program report, and the 
Student Equity Plan when considering their new goals.) 

3a. New Goal:

3a. Strategic Plan Vision Theme: (select one)

3b. New Goal:

3b. Strategic Plan Vision Theme: (select one)

3c. New Goal:

3c. Strategic Plan Vision Theme: (select one)

http://www.sac.edu/committees/IEA/Documents/Collection/SAC_EMP.pdf
http://www.sac.edu/committees/IEA/Documents/Collection/SAC_EMP.pdf
http://www.sac.edu/committees/IEA/Documents/Collection/SAC_EMP.pdf
http://www.sac.edu/AdminServices/facilities/Documents/sac-fmp-2014.pdf
http://www.sac.edu/AdminServices/facilities/Documents/sac-fmp-2014.pdf
http://www.sac.edu/committees/StudentSuccess/Documents/Josh%20Dorman/Student%20Success%20and%20Support%20Program%20Plan,%202014-15.pdf
http://www.sac.edu/committees/StudentSuccess/Documents/Josh%20Dorman/Student%20Equity%20Plan.pdf


II. Learning Outcomes 
  
Faculty members are responsible for recording all institutional, program, and course-level student learning outcomes assessment plans 
and results through APR.  Please refer to those assessment reports and respond to the prompts below, providing an analysis of these 
results.

4. Based on SLO, PLO, and ILO results, what additional needs have been identified through the department’s Resource 
Allocation Request or RAR budget process?  Please refer to the prior RAR submissions, commenting on whether an identified 
need was funded (through any source) or not, and if funded, the impact it has had on student learning. 

Equipment/ Instructional Supplies:

Facilities:

Non-Faculty Personnel:

Technology:

Other:

http://www.sac.edu/Program_Review/Pages/default.aspx
http://www.sac.edu/AdminServices/budget/Pages/default.aspx
http://www.sac.edu/AdminServices/budget/Pages/default.aspx


Please review your department portfolio data, provided by the Office of Institutional Effectiveness, as well as newly available Student 
Equity Action Tool or SEAT data, for the prompts below. 
  
5. Have any areas of disproportionate impact been identified?  If so, please explain.

  
6. [OPTIONAL] Describe any observed trends (including growth/decline) as related to the various key indicators (e.g., FTES 
generated and productivity, success and retention rates compared to the College’s institution set-standards, degrees and 
certificates awarded by your department).  Based on the above trend data analysis, what are the strengths of your 
department?  What improvements are needed, and how do these perceived improvements correlate with SLOs assessment 
(based on question #4 above)? 

https://public.tableausoftware.com/profile/sacresearch#!/vizhome/CourseSuccessRetentionFall121314V3/EquityTool
https://public.tableausoftware.com/profile/sacresearch#!/vizhome/CourseSuccessRetentionFall121314V3/EquityTool


III. External

7. What grants has the program been involved with?  How has this changed the program?

  
IV. Conclusions

8. Based on the department’s comprehensive annual analyses, what changes are needed overall to enhance student 
success and achievement? What issues have emerged that may require interdisciplinary dialogue and possible inclusion in 
overall college planning?



9. Please list the faculty who were consulted in this program planning and review. 

Department Chair:

Full-time Faculty:

Part-time Faculty:



Additional Information:



Additional Information:



Additional Information:


	fc-int01-generateAppearances: 
	Additional_Info_HdwlT0FSUSerHMa1rrWTiw: 
	Additional_Info_Iixm6-LSqTEAIzwuErX1pQ: 
	Additional_Info_WkAkY*IphxVCxFaNh3uKyQ: 
	Part_time_Facul_c25OjN0Vh-qeyxH-XIPHuQ: 
	Full_time_Facul_LXpVjdamvPWESLQWBEXiVA: Jennie Beltran, Charles Jang, Minhan Dinh, Kathy Takahashi, Patty Oertel, Jubal Hampton, Pat Mansfield, Dan Goldmann, Kimo Morris.
	Department_Chai_CntGq*ig8rMVO1uCQ19CfQ: Jorge Lopez
	_8__Based_on_th_tNOmWpl2nTXbs2RkdQ3cOg: The biology department is pleased with the increased student success we have seen in the last year. We hope the increased will be sustained. Nevertheless, we will continue to work to increase student success even more. To this end, faculty continue to have conversations and share strategies that may enhance student learning and success.We have identified that hispanic/latino students have a lower level of success than other students. The department will be working to identify the causes of the lower success in this group, and work towards developing strategies to improve success in generally, but particularly for this group. The available data has helped us identify a problem, but it does not identify the causes of the problem. To the extent that success can be improved with changes in the classroom or lab curriculum, we will be making improvements.To improve student success, it would be very helpful to conduct a careful study designed to identify the causes of students' lack of success. The Biology Department, or any other single department, does not have the resources for such a study. This is one area in which the college could help. Knowledge of the specific factors leading to students' lack of success would help develop strategies and interventions that would be effective. There is certainly always room for improvement in what faculty do in the classroom, and in direct interactions with the students. Also certainly, there are external factors unrelated to instruction that also have very significant impacts in student success. These external factors are often acknowledged as challenges, and they place limits on what can be accomplished by changes in classroom instruction and faculty-student interactions.The biology department is also actively working to increase enrollment in the Biotech Program. The Biotech Program is still relatively new. Enrollment has been low. The department is already engaged with high schools to attract more students. 
	_7__What_grants_rAP0Xo4kqY-r--mWoB2FAA: Biotech Grant Summary 8/2015 – 9/2016 This last year the Biotech department has been involved in 4 grants.1.  California Career Pathways Trust (CCPT1) Grant Round 1 = OC Pathways Trust grantThis is an OCDE grant that we have been working on for the past year and a half.  Last year’s work focused on writing an articulation/dual enrollment course for the Biotech program.  This course, Intro to Biotech, is the first course in the Biotech certificate and AS degree series and could be offered as a senior year high school course.  We worked on the course in conjunction with community colleges and high schools in Orange County.  The course currently has C-ID approval.  Our next step is to take the course through the UCCI institute process in February 2017.  This year the focus has been creating a graphical map for articulation pathways from local high schools to the community college programs.Monetarily – This grant has provided stipends for curriculum development.2.  California Career Pathways Trust (CCPT2) Grant Round 2 – SAC Tech This is a SAUSD grant in which we are working with the SAUSD CTE department to set-up opportunities for the SAUSD CTE students at SAC.  We have been working to identify articulation pathways in the Biotech program for the SAUSD students.  Saddleback High School has a Biomedical science program and we have been working closely with them to offer our Intro to Biotech course (Bio 190/L) as their senior year biology class.  We have used this grant to offer 4 Biotech Summer Camps this last summer and we have hosted 8 Saddleback High School students as interns at Santa Ana College.  The summer camps and internships have included buses for the students and lunches.  We have worked closely with the SAUSD CTE program to set up the Intro to Biotech course at Saddleback High School this year.  We will be working with Valley High School and Segerstrom High School in the future.Monetarily - We have received $194,672 to set-up a CTE pathway in Biotechnology with the SAUSD students.3.  Career Technical Education – Enhancement Fund Grant – CTE-EF 40%This is a CTE grant in which 6 community colleges are participating.  The grant has several goals:1.  To create a joint Orange County Website for Biotech.  2. Create a lab math program to improve the math skills of our students in all the programs.3. Purchase equipment for the biotech lab particularly to teach tissue culture techniques.  We worked between campuses to purchase the same equipment and to get group discounts for the equipment. Monetarily – This grant has provides $150,000 mostly for equipment and contracted services.  It should be noted that all of the equipment and supplies for the biotechnology program have been obtained by donations and from grant money.4.  National Science Foundation Advanced Technical Education Grant – NSF-ATEThis grant has participation from all the Orange County Community Colleges with Biotech Programs.  SAC is administrating the grant.  The grant goals are summarized below:   1. Increase enrollment in the community colleges’ biotechnology programs, especially among underrepresented populations2. Students who complete the colleges’ biotechnology programs will have the knowledge, skills and abilities required to enter and succeed in biotechnology occupations3. Produce a high number of biotechnicians to address the regional workforce need4. Improve program alignment with industry workforce needs and build robust programs through regional alignment and collaboration.We are working between the 4 colleges in OC with Biotech programs to increase outreach to high school and community college students about our programs and the jobs available in biotech.  Increasing the number of biotech certificates and degrees completed by our students.  Increasing the skills proficiency of our students and getting them industry internships.  It took almost a year to get everyone hired on the grant but we were able to offer science summer camps to over 250 students this summer.  We have done classroom or career night presentations to over 1500 students.  And we have placed 12 students in internships.Monetarily – We received $562,496 to carry out these activities.OTHER GRANTS:Submitted:Leave A Legacy grant 1016-2017 (just applied - $989.00) – Will add to the effectiveness of the animal diversity teaching collection for students in Biology 212, Biology 111, and Biology 259. Received:US Department of Agriculture – Hispanic Serving Institution (HSI) Grant, 2016-2021 ($1,000,000 4-year jointly with CSU Fullerton, Fullerton College and Santa Ana College.  SAC’s cut is $27,000 annually, totaling $108,000 over 4 years).  – Will provide opportunities for selected SAC students to work in research internships that are focused on urban renewable agriculture projects in north Orange County.Leave A Legacy grant 1015-2016 (award $1,680.00) – Has added to the effectiveness of the animal diversity teaching collection for students in Biology 212, Biology 111, and Biology 259.
	__6___OPTIONAL__a*q6FIkA4PoQM3grqPIwaA: Student success rates in Biology and in Science departments                                      Biology             All Science- Spring 2013:                  57.0%                60.4%- Spring 2014:                  54.8%                56.7%- Spring 2015:                  56.0%                59.2%- Spring 2016:                  59.3%                58.4%Student success in biology has increased in Spring 2016 compared to previous years. We are happy to see this increase. We are having discussions to identify the causes of this improvement, and to build on them to achieve higher levels of student success in the future.The student success in biology is in par (or slightly above) the success rate in the sciences. The biology department continuously strives to increase student success. Faculty share effective teaching strategies, the curriculum is updated regularly, and adjunct faculty are carefully screened to ensure high quality instruction leading to student success.Within the biology department, we have noticed that, generally, student success is lower in introductory courses with no or few prerequisites. This could be due to lack of preparation for college level work on the part of the students. Students succeed at higher rates in more advanced courses. Faculty teaching the introductory courses (such as Bio 109), as well as all department faculty, continuously test new approaches to increase student success.Biology and Biotech degrees and certificates awarded:Year                                                    2014-2015                  2015-2016Biology AS                                                 13                                 10Biotech: Biomanufacturing Cert.                  -                                    2Biotech: Lab Tech QC Microbio.                  -                                    1Biotech: Lab Assistant Cert.                         -                                  14Ten student were awarded a Biology AS degree in the 2015-2016 academic year. This number is slightly lower than the previous year but probably within normal year to year fluctuations. However, the vast majority of biology students transfer to 4-year universities without obtaining a degree because a degree is not required.Our still relatively new Biotechnology Program is beginning to award certificates. A total of 17 certificates were awarded in the 2015-2016 academic year. Recruitment activities for this program are active and ongoing. We expect these numbers to increases in the coming semesters.Biology students that transferred to 4-year universities:2012-2013             422013-2014             592014-2015             80The number of students successfully transferring to 4-year universities has been increasing over the last 3 years for which data is available (data for the 2015-2016 academic year is not year available). This is a strong trend that indicates that the Biology department is meeting one of its main goals.A new prerequisite (mandated by the C-ID descriptor) for Biology 211 has resulted in a decrease in enrollment of approximately 50%.The new prerequisite is Chemistry 229, which is the 3rd semester chemistry course. Since Biology 211 is the first course in the major's sequence, we anticipate this will result in a decrease in the number of degrees awarded, and the number of students transferring, in upcoming semesters.During the last 6 years, our students transfer to the following institutions:Transfer College Count PercentageCALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY - FULLERTON                     63         24%UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA - IRVINE                                     53         20%CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY - LONG BEACH                   20           8%CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY - DOMINGUEZ HILLS          15           6%CALIFORNIA STATE POLYTECHNIC                                          12           5%UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA-LOS ANGELES                          12           5%UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA - BERKELEY                                8            3%UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA-DAVIS                                          7            3%UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA-IRVINE                                         5            2%UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA-SAN DIEGO                                 5            2%UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA-SANTA BARBARA                       5            2%HUMBOLDT STATE UNIVERSITY                                                 4            2%UNITED EDUCATION INSTITUTE-ANAHEIM                                4            2%UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA                                 4            2%
	Please_review_y_TcKNApAbYQerNlRpadCFQQ: Overall student success in Biology by ethnicity:Semester                    Fall 2014               Spring 2015               Fall 2015               Spring 2016Hispanic/Latino                 48%                        53%                         55%                          56%Not Hispanic/Latino          66%                        68%                          71%                          71%We are happy to see that student success has been increasing for all students (Hispanic/Latino and Not Hispanic/Latino) over the past 2 years. However, we have noticed that Hispanic/Latino students succeed at a lower rate than Non-Hispanic/Latino students. The available data does not identify the causes of this disparity. Nevertheless, the biology department is working to identify the causes of this disparity and develop strategies to help students succeed.To enhance the academic and career development of our students, we are sending a group of students to SACNAS in Fall '16. SACNAS is the Society for the Advancement of Chicanos and Native Americans in Science. This society targets minorities in science and gives them opportunities to present their work and network. We expect this experience will make a difference for our students.Overall student success in Biology by gender:Semester                    Fall 2014               Spring 2015               Fall 2015               Spring 2016Female                             54%                        56%                         58%                          58%Male                                 52%                        56%                          61%                          61%We are pleased that student success rate has been increasing for all students (both male and female). There are no substantial differences in the success rate of female vs. male students.Biology 109: Fundamentals of Biology:Semester                    Fall 2014               Spring 2015               Fall 2015               Spring 2016Overall success               46%                        46%                         55%                          56%Female                            47%                        46%                          54%                          54%Male                                46%                        46%                          58%                          58%Hispanic/Latino               41%                         44%                          52%                          54%Not Hispanic/Latino         64%                        59%                          68%                           67%Over the past 4 years, student success has increased in all categories. We are pleased that there are no significant gender differences. We are also pleased that the success rate of Hispanic/Latino students has increased from 41% in Fall 2014 to 54% in Spring 2016. However, Hispanic/Latino students still lag behind Not Hispanic/Latino students. The available data does not identify the causes of this disparity. The biology department is working to identify possible causes and device strategies to close this gap.Biology 109L: Fundamentals of Biology Laboratory:Semester                    Fall 2014               Spring 2015               Fall 2015               Spring 2016Overall success               69%                        62%                         65%                          64%Female                            69%                        61%                          66%                          61%Male                                69%                        64%                          64%                          69%Hispanic/Latino               68%                         62%                          66%                          62%Not Hispanic/Latino         76%                         62%                          56%                          74%Over the past 4 years, overall student success has remained steady. We are pleased that there are no significant gender differences. The differences between Hispanic/Latino students and Not Hispanic/Latino students have been highly variable with Hispanic/Latino students outperforming Not Hispanic/Latino students in Fall 2015. It is difficult to draw conclusions given the high variability. We will continue to monitor these data, and if trends develop, we will work to address them.Biology 111: Marine Biology:Semester                    Fall 2014               Spring 2015               Fall 2015               Spring 2016Overall success               44%                        n/o                         51%                          n/oFemale                            48%                        n/o                          50%                          n/oMale                                42%                        n/o                          54%                          n/oHispanic/Latino               44%                         n/o                          48%                          n/oNot Hispanic/Latino         60%                         n/o                          50%                          n/oThese data appear to indicate a small difference in the success between Hispanic/Latino students and  Not Hispanic/Latino students. The data do not identify the causes of this difference. The department is trying to identify possible causes for this disparity and develop strategies to address them.Biology 190: Introduction to Biotechnology:Semester                    Fall 2014               Spring 2015               Fall 2015               Spring 2016Overall success               30%                        75%                         38%                          50%Female                            29%                        83%                          50%                          55%Male                                31%                        63%                          20%                           43%Hispanic/Latino               25%                         67%                          43%                          45%Not Hispanic/Latino         36%                         100%                          25%                          50%These data appear to indicate that Female students are more successful than Male students. The data do not identify the causes of this difference. The department is trying to identify possible causes for this disparity and develop strategies to address them. It is important to note that this is a small class, so the margins of error on the numbers above are large.Biology 211: Cellular and Molecular Biology:Semester                    Fall 2014               Spring 2015               Fall 2015               Spring 2016Overall success               24%                        67%                         65%                          52%Female                            21%                        69%                          63%                          48%Male                                29%                        65%                          67%                          59%Hispanic/Latino               16%                         57%                          56%                          41%Not Hispanic/Latino         26%                        80%                          86%                           76%We notice that student success has been highly variable. The department is working to identify the causes of this variability. There is a small difference in the success rate of male and female students. This difference may fall within the normal variability of this class and may not be significant; some semesters females succeed at higher rates than males, but the reverse is true in other semesters. The difference in the success rates of Hispanic/Latino students is consistently lower than the success rate of Not Hispanic/Latino students.Biology 212: Animal Diversity and Ecology:Semester                    Fall 2014               Spring 2015               Fall 2015               Spring 2016Overall success               92%                        87%                         81%                          85%Female                            83%                        88%                          71%                          83%Male                               100%                        86%                          100%                          88%Hispanic/Latino               100%                         85%                          62%                          81%Not Hispanic/Latino         85%                        100%                          100%                           89%We are pleased with the high student success rates across all categories. Differences between female and male students are highly variable with no clear trend apparent. There are differences between Hispanic/Latino students and Not Hispanic/Latino students. Latino students seem to succeed at a lower rate than other students. We will continue to monitor these data.Biology 214: Plant Diversity and Evolution:Semester                    Fall 2014               Spring 2015               Fall 2015               Spring 2016Overall success               79%                        61%                         67%                          63%Female                            82%                        47%                          63%                          67%Male                                77%                        75%                          75%                          56%Hispanic/Latino               69%                         58%                          67%                          40%Not Hispanic/Latino         89%                         67%                         100%                          82%These data appear to indicate that Hispanic/Latino students succeed at a lower rate than Not Hispanic/Latino students. The data do not identify the causes of this difference. The department is trying to identify possible causes for this disparity and develop strategies to address them.Biology 229: General Microbiology:Semester                    Fall 2014               Spring 2015               Fall 2015               Spring 2016Overall success               73%                        83%                         80%                          83%Female                            71%                        84%                          75%                          83%Male                                80%                        82%                          89%                          82%Hispanic/Latino               72%                         81%                          76%                          75%Not Hispanic/Latino         79%                         90%                          91%                          93%These data appear to indicate that Hispanic/Latino students succeed at a lower rate than Not Hispanic/Latino students. The data do not identify the causes of this difference. The department is trying to identify possible causes for this disparity and develop strategies to address them.Biology 239: General Human Anatomy:Semester                    Fall 2014               Spring 2015               Fall 2015               Spring 2016Overall success               44%                        40%                         39%                          37%Female                            42%                        38%                          40%                          37%Male                                49%                        40%                          37%                          38%Hispanic/Latino               40%                         32%                          28%                          32%Not Hispanic/Latino         56%                         54%                          60%                          49%While there are only minor (probably not significant) differences in the success of male and female students, these data indicate that Hispanic/Latino students succeed at a lower rate than Not Hispanic/Latino students. The data do not identify the causes of this difference. The department is trying to identify possible causes for this disparity and develop strategies to address them.Biology 249: Human Physiology:Semester                    Fall 2014               Spring 2015               Fall 2015               Spring 2016Overall success               58%                        79%                         68%                          73%Female                            57%                        78%                          71%                          64%Male                                59%                        80%                          62%                          100%Hispanic/Latino               46%                         76%                          62%                          69%Not Hispanic/Latino         68%                         82%                          74%                          84%These data appear to indicate that Hispanic/Latino students succeed at a lower rate than Not Hispanic/Latino students. The data do not identify the causes of this difference. The department is trying to identify possible causes for this disparity and develop strategies to address them.Biology 259: Environmental Biology:Semester                    Fall 2014               Spring 2015               Fall 2015               Spring 2016Overall success               n/o                        29%                         n/o                          90%Female                            n/o                        22%                          n/o                          100%Male                                n/o                        37%                          n/o                           67%Hispanic/Latino               n/o                         33%                          n/o                          88%Not Hispanic/Latino         n/o                         33%                          n/o                         100%We are pleased with the large increase in overall student success. These data appear to indicate that Hispanic/Latino students succeed at a lower rate than Not Hispanic/Latino students although there is insufficient data to determine if this is a long term trend. The data do not identify the causes of this difference. The department is trying to identify possible causes for this disparity and develop strategies to address them.
	Other__wDsJV1hqwu83y87dHLibVg: Funding for Bio 212 and Bio 111 research cruises: The research cruises are the capstone experiences for students in these courses and play a critical role in achieving the SLOs for these courses. So far, these cruises have been funded by grants that are coming to an end. Resources need to be allocated in an ongoing basis to continue these valuable activities.
	Technology__LlCRaH787*yZdP65y8XjTw: It is important to continuously update laboratory equipment so our students are well prepared when they transfer. Laboratory technology advances quickly, and updates are needed to incorporate new technology and upgrade existing technology to facilitate student learning in the biology laboratories. For example, equipment is now available for students to monitor physiological changes in their own bodies in real time. Such equipment is expected to significantly enhance student understanding of human physiology. Also, existing equipment such as pH meters, model collections, etc. need to be enhanced or upgraded to provide students with a better experience. A complete list of items needed is found in the 2017-2018 RAR. These items will be purchased as budget allocations become available.
	Non_Faculty_Per_2cVTVarpIGQJi0ZcB3gmkQ: Support personnel are needed in the areas of anatomy and physiology, and biotechnology.Personnel is also needed to staff and develop the biology study center.
	Facilities__IVXg*GMzUE*HMNs4f6emZQ: There have been no changes in facilities during the past year.The department was involved in the planning for a new science building. Plans for the new building keep moving forward at higher levels.
	Equipment__Inst_xdZ0nhTSQ*omguHjKsclmQ: A variety of equipment and supplies have been purchased during the last year. The Biology Department is grateful for the resources that have been allocated. In addition to supplies for ongoing operations, the following equipment that was listed on the RAR was funded and purchased:- Aneroid Sphygmomanometer (adult and child sizes): This equipment is used extensively to teach central concepts in physiology and helps meet the course SLOs.- Refractomenter: This equipment is used extensively to teach central concepts in physiology and helps meet the course SLOs.- Platypus skull: This model is part of the Biology 212 teaching collection and it helps the students learn about a group of unusual mammals.- Table with wheels: This equipment is used to safely move expensive equipment in lab. Equipment is less likely to be damaged thanks to this purchase.- Time clock: This equipment is already allowing the biotech program to provide a more realistic simulation of real world work environment for students.- Four-factor urinary test strips: they are being used for the renal lab that in Physiology. The students benefit from the use of this new tool.
	_3c__Strategic__pXnwE3fwvzSWs6b1BcKdLw: [4. Community]
	_3c__New_Goal__b*7gfOxfCkRJI8n6eO-TUw: Provide ongoing experiential enrichment opportunities for the community with programs such as:- field courses- STEM week- science fairsRationale: part of the mission of Santa Ana College is to satisfy the intellectual needs of the community, and the offerings listed above are ways in which the Biology department can help meet that function.
	_3b__Strategic__b-SRnmaTAyWZzoI6lN8d*g: [1. Student Achievement]
	_3b__New_Goal__t5Vun9ylSD6yzGP5E8XGfw: Staffing:- Add one 19-hour-per-week position to support lab preparation, set-up and clean-up in the areas Biochemistry and Biotechnology.Rationale: The Biology Department has a new program (Biotech). The courses in this program require set-ups by individuals with specialized knowledge not available in the current staff. Also, the workload for lab preparations has increased due to increased numbers of lab sections offered across the biology curriculum; staffing is needed to meet the increased workload.
	_3a__Strategic__DieH*MuU4Na880xMy29pIA: [1. Student Achievement]
	_3a__New_Goal__mbZDwFzIeu5pOb2Y2Ew8sQ: Develop and improve the Biology Study Center providing tutors, SI leaders and monitors.Rationale: currently, the Biology Study Center is only space with very limited access to microscopes and some other materials (slides, bones, etc.). With more staffing, the Biology Study Center could become a more valuable resource where students could have their questions answered and have access to a wider array of materials to help them study. Status: some of the resources such as tutors are available through other campus services.Resources needed: staffing for the center would be needed.
	_2c__Explain_wh_3IgvNdhwVMvNH8DkIxV17A: Goal: Organize and label all biology prep-areas and storage areas (shelves, cabinets, hoods, etc).Rationale: better labeling and organization will facilitate the location of equipment and supplies by faculty (especially adjunct faculty).Status: Ongoing. Partially achieved. Significant progress has been made in clearing old and broken material.
	_2c__Achieved___wiMH-PghXVgun-X8D8Bzjg: [Achieved]
	_2b__Explain_wh_8wNcapcVOqvd-BHOieVcVA: Goal: Update of lab materials for all 200 level courses to provide students with current information and techniques so student can transfer and be well prepared and competitive with their peers from 4-year universities.Some materials and equipment has been purchased. Some labs have been updated to better prepare students. This is an ongoing process that is partially achieved.
	_2b__Achieved___LD0106HNJSmyg0A1PXS63A: [Achieved]
	_2a__Explain_wh_zstG5i3q4RJRNuAvGu1vkw: Goal: Start offering Bio 290.Status: This goal has been postponed because the faculty member developing this course is schedule to serve as department chair. The additional duties and time commitments necessitate this postponement.
	_2a__Achieved___zZ1fFpPHfDBItjcnYli0zA: [Restructured]
	_1d__Strategic__9GVtj0qmF67Hr*tUpZbV-g: [5. Workforce Development]
	_1d__Department_8OXCkd0mvop7Bw7S1OJxgA: Prepare students for careers related to biology such as Biotechnology by teaching them technical skills that can lead to jobs even without transferring to a 4-year university.
	_1c__Strategic__K6aTQS2uhOEAqlCgQrFS6A: [1. Student Achievement]
	__1c__Departmen_LFKG8GsIdXEOkdJVxGzSAw: Organize and label all biology prep-areas and storage areas (shelves, cabinets, hoods, etc).Rationale: better labeling and organization will facilitate the location of equipment and supplies by faculty (especially adjunct faculty).Status: Ongoing. Significant progress has been made in clearing old and broken material.
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	__1b__Departmen_0iMjKtYDh3*8k9obUyiBDw: Inventory: an inventory that details precisely and accurately the location and available quantity of all biology department equipment and supplies.
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	_1a__Department_AJbpTCnYgQwkblhb9D6*-A: Update of lab materials for all 200 level courses to provide students with current information and techniques so student can transfer and be well prepared and competitive with their peers from 4-year universities.
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